Bold ft. Miles Ornales & B-One
Verse 1- Miles Ornales
BOLD is a sound that resounds, with or without people standing around
BOLD is standing out of a crowd, even if it means a martyrs crown
BOLD is a statement that one will be makin' no matter whose hatin' (are you hatin'?)
BOLD isn't flagrant, but when it is blatant it shows who is fakin' (are you fakin'?)
BOLD is doing something that no one will do, choosing a path that no one will choose
BOLD is acknowledging imperfection, remember your reflection
BOLD is the man who dismisses secret sentiments of his hidden sin
BOLD for the Christian is more than a definition it's a decision
HOOK
Roll with a crew that encourages you to be bold with the proof
Do what you're chosen to do or you're spoiling the fruit
Be bold Live bold Be bold Live bold
Verse 2- Solid
I've been shown a boldness, on the road with soldiers/ heart of gold, never fold in the coldest moments
Eyes frozen on the narrow path where the road is golden
Don't mistake it for arrogance. One who knows he's chosen won't stop going, growing
Shine in the night, light glowing/ hates evil and knows his opponent
Some Christians trippin' like "The devil's gonna get ya…"
I'ma flip it, we can be the peer pressure. Stand out like I ain't got a ticket, but I will bet ya
I've seen what the world shows before, nothing real special
But if "bold" means you just run up, trying to one up, like "what up"
With any other motive than love, you need to shut up
In love God hung his Son up, it's for us, crazy!
Bold, baby: Building On Love Daily
Repeat Hook
Verse 3- B-One
Never weary of well doing, this ain't for the faint hearted/ early morning praying as I'm getting my day
started
Babies waking, conversations from the evening as I'm cleaning/ Zoe wakes up scared from another bad
dream, man
They say, "Another day, another dollar"/ I'm daily living life as a wife, mother, scholar
Intern, PO, with love for the people/ active duty, doing what I do to meet their needs yo
This ain't a game and I'm not playin'/ I'm keeping my commitments, disregard what they've been saying
It's one thing to say it, another to live it/ It's one thing to dream it, wakeup and surpass limits
It's more than doing the bare minimum/ It's months of listening, get the vision, have the courage to
fulfill each one
Yo, this is worship at His feet again/ learning to be obedient 'cause all things are lawful but not all
expedient
Realizing you're needing Him/ it's pouring love over cold shoulders to defeat the trends
My story's short, I'm not controlled by them/ When priority is home I win, I'm learning to be bold again!
Repeat Hook
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